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TOP BOWNESS IN PAINTED FRENCH GREY WITH KNOB (K135) 
BOTTOM LEFT BOWNESS IN NATURAL OAK AND PAINTED MUSSEL WITH KNOB (K134)

BOTTOM RIGHT BOWNESS IN NATURAL OAK AND PAINTED FRENCH GREY WITH KNOB (K134)
OPPOSITE BOWNESS IN PAINTED FRENCH GREY WITH KNOB (K135)
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    BOWNESS

A masterclass in crafted cabinetry, Bowness offers a timeless design that is available in a Natural Oak or 
Painted finish. We think that thanks to its attractively simple shaker lines, Bowness comes alive with the 
natural warmth and welcoming beauty of wood or when splashed in colour. Take inspiration from how 
we’ve used colour, then choose from the extensive Painted palette – or go Bespoke Painted . Of course, 
there is also the increasingly popular option of blending the painted and natural oak finish to give this 
iconic shaker style added appeal.

A carefully-chosen mix of accessories; smart curved, glazed and feature decorative doors help you to 
build in further character and personal preferences. Take a look at how we’ve used features such as the 
over-mantel and spice drawer with tray sets to inject premium period finishing touches.

R A N G E  H I G H L I G H T S

NATURAL OAK OR PAINTED FINISH  /  CURVED DOORS  /  GLASS DOORS  /  UNIQUE ACCESSORIES 

BESPOKE
PAINTED

  

47 48 49 50

46454443

MADE TO
MEASURE

ALL IMAGES BOWNESS IN NATURAL OAK WITH KNOB (K134)



GRANGE IN PAINTED MINK AND PUTTY 
WITH KNOB (K167) AND HINGE (H5C)



GRANGE
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GRANGE

Grange takes the quintessential English shaker-style into a new, statement-making era, by distinctively 
blending our superior UK craftsmanship and carefully-specified materials, with the well-considered features 
that modern living demands. Such craftsmanship delivers authenticity from top to bottom and creates a 
sophisticated look that is driving current kitchen trends. Equally on trend is mixing a more contemporary 
pared down look within such a premium kitchen – see how we have incorporated simple slab style drawer 
sets against the shaker doors for example.

Thinking carefully about the overall look and the finishing touches can take the Grange into a spectacular 
class of its own. Sweepingly high cornice and upstands crown the cabinets to elevate the period elegance in 
every sense. At the base, decorative plinths create authentic character with the smart moulding giving a 
more solid appearance that is true to the original ethos of the in-frame design.

The gentle, but solid lines of the Grange in-frame design work effortlessly across freestanding features and 
sizeable units alike. Finishing touches such as dovetail timber drawer boxes and attractive decorative hinges 
ensure the look of luxury is permeated throughout. 

R A N G E  H I G H L I G H T S

PAINTED FINISH  /  CURVED DOORS  /  GLASS DOORS  /  DECORATIVE CORNICE & PLINTH

BESPOKE
PAINTED

  

47 48 49 50

46454443

MADE TO
MEASURE

ABOVE GRANGE IN PAINTED MINK AND PUTTY WITH CUP HANDLE (K178) AND KNOB (K167)
OPPOSITE GRANGE IN PAINTED MINK AND PUTTY WITH KNOB (K167) AND HINGE (H5C)
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ALL IMAGES GRANGE IN PAINTED OLD NAVY AND SOFT GREY WITH T-BAR (K166)
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ALL IMAGES GRANGE IN PAINTED GRAVEL AND SEAL GREY WITH KNOB (K149), T-BAR (K166) AND HINGE (H5)
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T H E

–  D E TA I L S  –

FR EESTAN DI N G ELEM ENTS ,  SU C H A S 
D R ES S ERS  AN D  L AR D ERS ,  C AN  H ELP 

MA XI M IS E  TH E  USAB I L IT Y  O F  YO U R S PAC E .

They benefit not only the overall look but can also provide welcome additional storage and work surfaces. 
Use these beautiful pieces of cabinetry to store food and everyday kitchenware out of sight, making for 

both a functional and decorative use of space. 

Freestanding dressers can also be great statement pieces and can be easily moved within your space 
offering a simple yet effective way to subsequently update your layout without a full re-design. Try opting 

for a style with glass doors to display your favourite pieces of china and glassware without hiding them 
away. You can also flex your freestanding pieces in line with your design preferences – using them to add 
statement colours and finishes, or naturally co-ordinate with an overall kitchen style. Why not add in some 

neat little features such as chopping blocks, wine racks and shelves for recipe books

Of course, an uncluttered interior is the best way to make these free-standing pieces really shine. So, count 
on our well-honed storage solutions to enjoy an increased capacity and a sense of order that will make your 

kitchen work like a dream.

   GRANGE PAINTED OLD NAVY WITH  
T-BAR HANDLE (K166) 

  

 GRANGE IN PAINTED GRAVEL AND SEAL 
GREY WITH KNOB (K149), T-BAR HANDLE 
(K166) AND DECORATIVE HINGE (H5) 
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I N - F R A M E ,  
C L A S S I C  F I N I S H E S

We have carefully-curated a palette of thirty on-trend shades to create statements and beautiful 
contrasts against Natural Oak, plus colours that work hard in your kitchen; that affect mood, productivity, 

respect natural light and enhance existing living spaces.

A Basically Trade kitchen can be personalised from our stunning palette of painted finishes. Our kitchens 
are expertly painted by skilled technicians using paints that guarantee colour-fastness whilst having a low 
environmental impact. This quality commitment achieves perfect results,  highlighting the subtle beauty 

of your kitchen’s woodgrain beneath your colour, or creating flawless smooth matt finishes for our 
contemporary schemes.

If you can’t quite find your perfect match from our palette or want to make a very confident colour 
splash, then turn to our Bespoke Painted service. Simply provide us with any paint manufacturer’s reference, 

and we will produce an accurate match for your painted kitchen.

Our latest additions are shining examples of colours that are taking centre stage in interior schemes. 
The new shades of green – Thyme, Willow and Fjord Green – continue to support the popular botanical 

trend, creating a sense of order and calm to your interior. Grey remains as the hottest hue in interior design; 
helping to define architectural lines and is naturally suited to minimal, contemporary layouts. Anthracite and 

Pale Smoke, our two new add-ons offer options at either end of the grey colour spectrum.



Colour reproduction: due to variables between photographic 
and print processes, colour may vary from the actual product 
supplied. Swatches are available to order from your retailer.

White

Bone

Chalk

Alabaster

Ivory

Mussel

Natural Character Oak

French Grey

Soft Grey

Gravel

Cement

Anthracite NEW

Charcoal

Natural Oak 

Putty

Powder

Cashmere

Taupe

Mink

Chamois

Pale Smoke NEW

Cornflower Blue

Lead

Pale Navy

Old Navy

Seal Grey

Gooseberry

Soft Moss

Willow NEW

Pewter

Fjord Green NEW

Thyme NEW

PA I N T E D

S O L I D  T I M B E R


